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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

13 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

3 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

2 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

6 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

32 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

8 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

11 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

8 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

7 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

3 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

39 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

3/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

10 / 10

Total Points - Team

36 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

17 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

10 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

8 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

10 / 10

Total Points - Governance

48 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

7 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

17 / 25

Total

172 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
mStable is an autonomous and non-custodial stablecoin infrastructure that provides Defi builders with a base-layer
collateral protocol for building Defi applications. The protocol was created to address three major problems:
●
●
●

Significant fragmentation in same-peg crypto assets
Lack of yield in fiat currencies and pegged crypto assets
Lack of protection against permanent capital loss in pegged crypto assets

As a solution to these problems mStable built a liquidity pool where users can deposit stablecoins (sUSD, DAI, USDC,
USDT) and in exchange mint mUSD. In that way, the mStable protocol is able to create and leverage the stablecoin
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liquidity pool by providing stablecoin swaps with no slippage, using pooled capital on third-party protocols (Aave,
Compound) to generate yield and offer a high yield on mStable stablecoin - mUSD.

(source: mStable docs)
mStable provides a solution to the mentioned problems with three main functionalities:
1. Save - users can earn interest by depositing mUSD and mBTC from sources such as Compound and Aave, and
fees for users from minting, redeemin, and swapping on the platform. Save represents a yield-farming deposit
pool (vaults) for easy participation in Defi by earning native yield with assets. mStable SAVE v2 introduced
improvements in composability and vault tokenization - for deposits in SAVE, the depositor is credited with a
token that represents interest-bearing mAsset (imAsset).
2. Feeder Pools - mStable liquidity pools where users provide liquidity to the pool of mStable to earn swap fees.
Direct deposits into the Vault also earn MTA - protocol governance token rewards, with one-third of the MTA
available immediately and the remaining two-thirds are streamed linearly after 26 weeks. Liquidity providers
also can boost earnings (up to x3) by staking MTA tokens. Pools consist of 50% - mUSD or mBTC and the
other 50% - same peg crypto assets (mUSD - FEI, RAI, alUSD, GUSD, BUSD, and mBTC - HBTC and tBTCv2).
3. Swap - in this section users can quickly swap, mint, or redeem mAssets directly between the same pegged
assets. Currently, mStable uses two AMMs models:
● mUSD- Constant Sum Market Maker (CSMM)
● mBTC - StableSwap by Curve
The protocol has introduced organizational innovation by using a combination of Collateral Debt Position (CDP)
service, stable swap AMM, and yield aggregator vaults thus enabling better control of the providing services to users.
The score is lower by -2 because the AMM model is a fork of Curve stable swap AMM.
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Score: 13

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
mStable protocol has $54.6m TVL - $46.91m on Ethereum and $7.93m on Polygon chain. The Protocols stablecoin
mUSD currently ranks 23rd in the market cap according to data from Defi Llama. The stablecoin mUSD has only a
0.034% share in the overall stablecoin market. In the image below is also a visibly low mUSD minting activity on
Ethereum through 2021 and 2022 outlined:

(source: Dune Analytics)

After high mUSD activity in 2020, especially in July 2020 when the protocol reached over 2000 unique minters, in early
2021 there is a big drop in activity. In 2022, mStable has on average 112 monthly unique minters - 72 on Ethereum and
40 on Polygon. As for mBTC minting, activity is very low with an average of 6 unique minters monthly in 2022. The
image below shows a comparison of interest rates between mStable revenue from yield and trading fees over a 2 year
time period:
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(source: Dune Analytics)
From the start of Defi Summer in 2020, yield rates constantly were higher than swap fee rates however, in May 2022,
that situation suddenly changed, which is visible on the Dune Analytics chart above. The increase in the price of using
the stable swap service compared to yield generation on underlying assets means that the mStable protocol will most
likely not be the most optimized solution for DEX and Yield aggregators.

(source: Dune Analytics)
The data from the image above also indicates a low usage of the platform because mUSD, imUSD, mBTC, and imBTC
tokens represent tokenized deposits for the protocol EARN and SAVE vault products. Given the larger number of MTA
holders than tokenized deposit holders, there are more potential governors than users.
The score is 3 because the protocol has low usage in minting stablecoins, the price of swap services has increased in
the last 2 months and more users hold protocol governance tokens than tokenized service tokens. mStable mUSD
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stablecoin minting activity decreases in the period when the Ethereum gas fee price spikes in October 2020. So it can
be assumed that the cause for a small number of users is insufficiently optimized smart contract infrastructure.
Score: 3

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
Protocolsl target market consists of stablecoin, yield, and yield aggregation Defi markets.
As Collateral Debt Position protocol mStable is a stablecoins issuer (mUSD), the protocol's target market includes
overall stablecoin TVL in Defi with a size of ~$153b. With an implemented AMM and yield aggregator module - SAVE,
mStable target markets are also Defi Yield (~$6.7b) and Yield Aggregation (~$1.24b) sectors.
The specified sector sizes expressed in TVL represent the protocols Total Addressable Market.
The protocols Service Available Market can be estimated based on its features and supported chains. The Protocol
as a CDP platform issues crypto collateral backed stablecoin, and the market size of that sector is ~$9b in TVL.
mStable potentially could be able to provide services on all EVM compatible chains which account for 71.4% share of
total Defi TVL, but Maker DAO alone makes over 84% of Defi CDP category. The protocols Service Obtainable Market
is the CDP market size on Ethereum and Polygon chains that is almost equal to the SAM because of MakerDAO's
dominance in that sector.
The score is lower by -2 because the mStable protocol is limited only to 2 Ethereum and Polygon chains.
Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
mStable protocol in the CDPs category is the 8th ranked protocol based on TVL:
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(source: Defi Llama)
The clear leader in the CDP sector is MakerDAO with $7.57b in TVL with a dominance of ~84% (see 1c). In the table
below a comparison of core CDP protocols is shown:

Protocol

TVL

Market cap

Token holders

Stablecoin

Number of
exchanges*

Supported
chains**

MakerDAO

~$7.57b

$802,661,506

85,885

DAI

199

1

Abracadabra

~$365.68m

$90,517,853

24,378

MIM

27

4

QiDAO

~$65.19m

$18,220,123

17,639

MAI

21

9

Liquity

~$355.19m

$73,531,581

8,368

lUSD

6

1

mStable

~$54.6m

$6,115,245

9,171

mUSD

5

2

*Number of exchanges that support stablecoins
**Number of supported chains - protocol

(sources: Dune Analytics, CoinGecko-mCap, Defi Llama - TVL)

Maker DAO is a clear leader in crypto CDP protocols category in all metrics despite DAI can be minted only on
Ethereum. mStable protocol has the lowest TVL and market cap, and its stablecoin mUSD is supported on only 5
exchanges.
The score is 2 because mStable as a CDP platform significantly lags behind its competitors.
Score: 2

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
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integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:

Balancer - DAO-to-DAO token swap, which was used to enter 80/20 BAL/ETH pool on Balancer.
ImmuneFi - bug bounty protocol in which mStable participated as a pilot partner.
Compound, Aave, Curve, and yEarn Finance are integrated into the mStable SAVE product.
Ondo finance - partnership with Fei protocol and Ondo finance Liquidity-as-a-Service to increase the liquidity of MTA
via a protocol-owned MTA/FEI pool on Uniswap v2.
Vesper Finance and mStable collaboration - users can deposit mUSD into Vesper Orbit and earn rewards in mUSD, VSP
(Vesper’s native token) and MTA (mStable’s native token).
Harvest Finance has integrated mStable SAVE (Polygon).
Atlantis World integrated mStable into its “Metabank”.
Popcorn DAO has integrated mStable mUSD into its new aggregation product - Butter.
The score is 6 because the protocol has some integrations built into it’s SAVE - yield aggregator vault, a few
integrations on other protocols, and some significant partnerships (Balancer). For a protocol that issues a stablecoin,
provides an AMM and offers yield aggregation services, the number of integrations is very low though.
Score: 6

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
MTA is mStable's governance, reward and utility token. Its main functions are:
●
●
●
●

To act as the ultimate source of re-collateralization for the protocol. If the mStable system becomes unstable
a portion of staked META (5% - 10%) will be liquidated
As a tool for protocol governance mechanisms
As an incentive distribution mechanism for mStable liquidity providers, community and governors
Staking MTA token allows holders to claim protocol fees and receive MTA inflation rewards

The score is lower by -2 because rewarding active governors can lead to a higher centralization of the protocol.
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Score: 8

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:
mStable protocol launched its protocol token - MTA, on 20 July 2020, on the Gnosis-based Mesa platform. The Mesa
platform offers ring trades and batch orders which prioritize fair pricing without bots problem. All funds were directed
to the mStable Aragon DAO and will only be available once the mStable protocol achieves a sufficient level of
governance decentralization. The total supply of MTA is 100,000,000 with a current circulating supply of 51,608,791
MTA tokens, the initial allocation can be seen in the image below:

(source: mStable Medium post)

The initial allocations are split into the following: Investors, partners, advisors and team members receive 35.7%
(20.2% + 15.5%) of MTAs total supply which puts them in a favorable position to acquire more than 50% of MTAs
supply and with time take full control over the protocol.
According to the mStable public Notion: “Investors receive their token allocation programmatically via Sablier on a
second-by-second vesting. It vests according to the vesting schedule of that participant (between 9 months and >3
years)”.
Public allocation is in-line with industry standards and can be distributed over time to incentivize positive behaviors.
The score is lower by -4 because initial token allocation gives a significant advantage to the team and investors
regarding control over the protocol.
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Score: 11

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
According to Messari, the current MTA inflation rate is 7.57%, and that newly minted MTA tokens are used to
incentivize feeder pools liquidity providers, depositors in SAVE vaults, and MTA stakers.

(source: Messari)
The majority of MTA tokens will be emitted to the community via public rewards and staking but without a precise
emission rate. About the long-term MTA emission rate will decide MTA holders.
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The MTA issuance model incentivizes positive-sum behavior and improves the coordination of all stakeholders, but
the score is lower by -2 because the MTA emission rate is not precisely determined.
Score: 8

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
The mStable protocol accrues interest from lending markets, redeeming and swapping fees, and 90% of these revenue
streams are distributed through a SAVE contract with newly printed mUSD which are divided proportionally to savers.
The remaining 10% are directed to MTA stakers who also have additional benefits such as MTA distribution yield,
boosted yield, and voting on future MTA emissions.
The mStable DAO also makes revenue with active asset management from the DAO treasury, which is the
responsibility of the Asset Management subDAO. subDAO transparency reports for May and June 2022 are available
on the governance forum.
The score is lower by -3 because at this moment protocol generated revenue is low (cumulative $6,400,486) and it is
questionable whether the protocol can be sustainable with lower MTA incentives.
Score: 7

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

The most MTA volume is made on Uniswap v2 with the MTA/WETH pair - ~$259,218, with liquidity depth of only
~$242,304 (26.06.2022.). Centralized exchanges that support the MTA token are FTX, Gate.io, Huobi Global, and
MEXC Global.
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The MTA token is available on a few DEXs and CEXs with low liquidity.

Score: 2

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
Bancor - single-side liquidity
Cream Finance - MTA is listed on Cream Finance as a lending and borrowing asset with a collateral factor of 45%.
The MTA token is listed on 2 other protocols with limited productivity.
Score: 3

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:

mStable is built by a global group of contributors, the team appears to be credible and public.
James Simpson - CEO and co-founder, LinkedIn
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Derrick Chin - Growth and partnerships, LinkedIn
Cam Soulsby - Head of Operations, LinkedIn
Shubiwubi (aka mZeroNineNine) - mStableDAO CatHearder, Forum Profile
Theo Clochard - Business Development, LinkedIn
Nick Addison - Protocol Developer, LinkedIn
Rafael Ugolini - VP of Engineering, LinkedIn
Dimsome - Product Manager, governance forum moderator, mStable forum profile
Christoper Cesar - Protocol Developer, LinkedIn
James Lefrère - Ethereum Developer, LinkedIn
Tushar - Protocol Developer, mStable forum profile
Julian Kusnetzoff - Crypto DAata Scientist, LinkedIn
Stonp89 - Grants DAO Cat header, mStable forum profile
Lea Filipo - Design, Freelancer, LinkedIn
Onur Solmaz - Protocol/Token Engineering R&D, LinkedIn
Zoe Scott - Recruitment consultant, LinkedIn

Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:

Running and developing a Defi protocol like mStable requires a diversified team structure when it comes to profession,
skills, and work experience such as Smart Contract Developers, Software Engineers, Defi analysts, and Business
Development experts are a required workforce, but also Community Managers, Marketing Specialists, Researchers,
and other professionals related to the Web3 industry.
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James Simpson (co-founder) is a Data Analyst and Researcher with working experience as an Investment Analyst at
Apollo Capital.
Cameron Soulsby is co-founder and CEO of mStable with working experience as a Manager in NZSki Ltd., and
according to LinkedIn has skills in data analysis, Business development, and SQL.
James Lefrere is a co-founder of MathBlocks with working experience in Colony - DAO launcher protocol.
Cesar is a software engineer with over 13 years of working experience in the industry for companies like IBM, Infosys,
and Deloitte. Rafael Ugolini and Nick Addison are also Software Engineers with strong technical backgrounds.
Derrick C. a Growth Strategist has working experience as a Business Analyst, Partnership Lead, Strategic Initiatives,
and other positions in the Business Development field.

Theo Clochard, and Julian Kusnetzoff are experienced Data Analysts in various fields (Finance, VC, Merger, and
Acquisitions, Private Equity etc.).
mStables Github contracts repository is active with 13 contributors of which the most active are naddison36 and
alsco77. The image below shows the Github activity in the smart contracts repository:

(source: mStable Github)
mStable has a highly skilled team but it seems that the team is too small considering the number of members. The
team maybe also needs more specialists in the field of marketing and community management.
The score is lower by -2 because the team doesn't have members with a Marketing background which is also visible in
the poor expansion in the market.

Score: 8
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c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
mStable team regularly participate in podcasts, AMA events, and other public presentation. The team is mostly active
through Twitter and Discord communication channels which are intended more for the mStable community. mStable
CEO and co-founder, James Simpson, has been a guest on a few podcasts, the team is generally not very active in
public with presentations and panels and has not participated in any major debates about Open Finance/DeFi. Here
are some public events attended by mStable team members:
ETH Amsterdam
ETH Online -Building on mStable
Friday space talk with Vesper finance
James Simpson on EthHub
James Simpson on Defi Slate podcast
mStable AMA with Zyield
mStable Telegram AMA
mStable team AMAs on Twitter and Discord, as well as the community calls are available on mStables Coindar profile.
Although the mStable team can be seen in some public activities, it is more community-oriented and for that reason,
the score is lower by -2.

Score: 3

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
According to Messari, the mStable team had 6 funding rounds:
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(source: Messari)
In an interview with Defi Prime, mStable co-founder James Simpson stated: “mStable raised some initial funding from
friends and family, and began development in 2019 with the MVP being completed”
From Messari: “On July 18th, 2020, 2.66 million MTA were sold in an open public auction. The proceeds of this auction
were collectively pooled in the mStable DAO. The funds will only be used once the protocol has sufficiently decentralized
when funds will be allocated by MTA Governors.”
In July 2020 community observed that some MTA tokens were unlocked unexpectedly and without announcement.
Co-founder James Simpson admitted that the protocol team wasn't communicating clearly to the community about
the deal and vesting schedule with a group of investors (DeFiance Capital, DACM, and Three Arrows Capital). Simpson
explained the situation in this article.
mStable protocol is managed by the mStable DAO that is made up of all MTA Governors and contributors and is
structured as a collective of organization entities shown in the image below:
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(source: Messari)
Funding subDAO is responsible for the management of operational funding requests for the mStable DAO (2-out-of-3
Ethereum and Polygon Gnosis Safe)
Community subDAO handles with all community initiatives like contributor payments (2-out-of-3 Ethereum and
Polygon Gnosis Safe)
ProtocolDAO consists of 6 Core contributors and 2 elected community members and is responsible for executing
changes on protocol passed by governance. (Ethereum Gnosis Safe)
TreasuryDAO is responsible for managing mStable Treasury funds and consists of 2 Core Contributors, 4 independent
signers, and 1 elected Community member. (4-out-of-7 Ethereum Gnosis Safe)
GrantsDAO is responsible for providing grants and manages 5-out-of-8 Ethereum Gnosis Safe.
Asset Management subDAO works on all asset management requests from the ecosystem (2-out-of-3 Ethereum
Gnosis Safe).
On 1 July 2022 the proposal (TDP 44) for restructuring the mStable DAO succeeded and will be implemented the
following changes:
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(source: Messari)
The newly established Product/Builder subDAO will be responsible for designing, proposing, and delivering new
products or improvements to the current mStable products. With this move, it is most likely intended to encourage
more vertical integrations in order to increase the utilization of the mUSD stablecoin.
The team has attracted sufficient resources and established a well-structured DAO for the coordination of the
protocol.
Score: 10

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
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Changes over the protocol are implemented with a 4-out-of-8 Protocol DAO multi-signature wallet. Protocol DAO as an
entity manages and executes upgrades to the mStable protocol on behalf of MTA holders, and proposes and accepts
new modules in the Nexus contract.
Multi-signature has Pause Control over the following contracts:
- mAssets (mUSD and mBTC)
- FeederPool and NonPeggedFeederPool
- SavingsManager (to collect and distribute interest to the SavingsContract)
- SavingsContract (if the flag to collect and stream interest is true, see SavingsManager)
After the UST de-pegging, a discussion on the mStable governance forum started about giving ProtocolDAO more
discretionary powers.
Most of the (17) protocol contracts are immutable and 11 proxy contracts have 7 days time-locks.
The multi-signature wallets from other mStable subDAOs are listed in 3d).
Protocol admin keys are operated by credible and staked individuals from the core team and community.
Score: 17

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
META governors need to stake MTA token or BPT (MTA/BAL) liquidity token in order to participate in voting on
proposals and they are rewarded if they act in the best interest of the protocol.
Governors of the mStable protocol DAO can decide on almost every decision over protocol, some examples from
mStable Snapshot:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Addition or removal of mAssets
Addition or removal of bAssets and their max weights
Redemption and minting fees
Selection of oracles (if needed)
Modify System Configuration Governance
Managing and allocating resources from DAO treasury
Changes on DAO structure
Decide on Smart Contracts standards
Voting on the destination of the MTA emissions (dials)

Discussions about mStables governance proposals take place on the protocols Discord or Governance forum
(Discourse). Through the Quests program, MTA stakers are able to earn a multiplier that will increase staking rewards,
voting power, and boost to other pools.
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From the Boardroom mStable profile: “Currently, Meta Governors are responsible for deciding which settings and
parameters the mStable protocol implements via MIPs and MCCPs. Meta Governors are also responsible for deciding
where mStable’s Meta treasury is allocated. Both of these decision-making processes are now ratified by the
ProtocolDAO and mStableDAO respectively. MIPs proposal process largely follows the same behavior as Ethereum’s EIP
process.”
Meta governors vote off-chain on Snapshot, and after successful governance proposals appropriate governing body
implements changes.
The score is lower by -3 because governance voting doesn't affect changes directly on-chain, but governors have an
influence on nearly all decisions. Meta governors are a small group of MTA governors who have retained their voting
rights and have potentially been delegated voting rights by MTA stakers who have no interest in active participation in
the governance process. The score is lower by additional -2 points because of capital-intensive requirements for
governing over protocol.
Score: 10

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
According to Boardroom, mStable DAO has a total of 120 proposals in which 2,050 voters participated with 9,511
votes (ballots). That means that the governance voting participation rate is 79 (79.25) governors per proposal.
However, at this moment out of 9,154 MTA holders, only 329 are eligible for voting or delegating votes to another
governor. Out of 329 governors, 294 are MTA stakers and 37 BPT (MTA/ETH, 80:20) stakers. That means only 3.59%
of total MTA holders can participate in governance. In the image below is a further breakdown of DAO governors who
delegated their voting power and those who didn't:

(source: Dune Analytics)
Currently, there are 132 governor wallets that didn't delegate their voting power and that is a total number of eligible
voters. MTA circulating supply at this moment is 44,127,012 with 8,512,496 staked MTA in the v2 contract and
3,631,048 staked in Balancer MTA/ETH pool. With an overall 12,143,544 MTA staked, 27.5% of the current circulating
supply can be used as voting power.
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All important discussions about governance proposals take place on the mStable governance forum. mStable forum
site statistics:

(source: mStable governance forum)
On the governance forum is an active small group of governors, under 10 governors per thread. The score is lower by
-2 because a low number of governors participate in discussions.
Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
mStable DAO uses the following governance infrastructure tools:
●
●
●
●
●

Discord
Discourse Governance Forum
Github - MIPS: technical specification
Coordinape
Snapshot
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Medium
TokenTax
Gnosis Safe
EPNS
Notion
Boardroom

The protocol has a reliable and useful governance infrastructure for existing governors. However, when it comes to
new governors and contributors, the governance documentation is not detailed enough. The score is lower by -2 due
to insufficiently detailed and clear governance documentation, which can certainly negatively affect the onboarding
process.

Score: 8

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
Documentation on the mStable governance process is provided in mStable Notion documentation and can also be
found on Messari Governor and Boardroom mStable DAO profiles.
mStable governance process is divided into 4 steps:
1. Preliminary discussion - takes place on the mStable governance forum and can be started by anyone creating
an RFC thread. On the forum community members discuss and debate the proposed topic before the formal
creation of the proposal.
2. Creating Proposal - any community member can create a proposal using one of the following templates:
● MIP (mStable Improvement Proposal) - define standards for the mStable platform, including core
protocol specifications, client APIs, and contract standards.
● MCCP (mStable Configuration Change Proposal) - modify one of the system configuration variables
● TDP (Treasury DAO proposal) Proposals are submitted by forking the MIP repository, adding the proposal to fork, submitting a pull
request, and review by the editor. Proposals need to include a forum discussion link and a link to the RFC
category on the forum. After reviewing the proposal on the governance call, the moderator publishes a
proposal to the Proposal category and schedules a Snapshot vote.
3. Off-Chain Voting - is conducted by vMTA token holders on the Snapshot. vMTA is a vested token that users
receive after staking MTA or BPT (MTA/ETH) Balancer LP into the mStable staking contract. Token holders
can also delegate their staked governance power to other community members. Governance voting on
Snapshot doesn't require quorum (except it is stated otherwise in the proposal) and for the proposal to
succeed needs a majority of votes.
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4. Implementation - a successful governance proposal is handled by the appropriate governing body.

(source: holders.io)
mStable DAO has a robust and clear governance process with staking requirements, delegation feature, multiplicator
program, and various templates for different proposals.
Score: 10

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

mStable protocol's legal entity is Stability Labs - a software development company incorporated in Melbourne
Australia. A legal entity is connected to the protocol but there is no information about the entity available, except on
the Messari protocol profile.
mStable protocol was established Swiss-based “mStable Association” to indirectly support the mStable ecosystem by
giving out grants. According to this forum post, the association will be run by James Simpson, co-founder of mStable.
There is no public information about the mStable Association.
The score is 7 because is not possible to find more information about the legal entities behind the protocol.
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Score: 7

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:

Australia and Switzerland are top-tier jurisdictions.

(score: Thomson Reuters Report)

Score: 10
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